
Challenge Problems 507

transverse velocity and the maximum transverse acceleration of
the string at each of the points in part (a).
15.77 ... A uniform cylindrical steel wire, 55.0 cm long and
1.14 mm in diameter, is fixed at both ends. To what tension must it
be adjusted so that, when vibrating in its first overtone, it produces
the note D-sharp of frequency 311 Hz? Assume that it stretches an
insignificant amount. (Hint: See Table 12.1.)
15.78 . Holding Up Under Stress. A string or rope will break
apart if it is placed under too much tensile stress [Eq. (11.8)].
Thicker ropes can withstand more tension without breaking
because the thicker the rope, the greater the cross-sectional area and
the smaller the stress. One type of steel has density and
will break if the tensile stress exceeds You want
to make a guitar string from 4.0 g of this type of steel. In use, the
guitar string must be able to withstand a tension of 900 N without
breaking. Your job is the following: (a) Determine the maximum
length and minimum radius the string can have. (b) Determine the
highest possible fundamental frequency of standing waves on this
string, if the entire length of the string is free to vibrate.
15.79 ... Combining Standing Waves. A guitar string of
length L is plucked in such a way that the total wave produced is
the sum of the fundamental and the second harmonic. That is, the
standing wave is given by

where

with and (a) At what values of x are the
nodes of (b) At what values of x are the nodes of (c) Graph
the total wave at and (d)
Does the sum of the two standing waves and produce a stand-
ing wave? Explain.
15.80 .. CP When a massive aluminum sculpture is hung from a
steel wire, the fundamental frequency for transverse standing
waves on the wire is 250.0 Hz. The sculpture (but not the wire) is
then completely submerged in water. (a) What is the new funda-
mental frequency? (Hint: See Table 12.1.) (b) Why is it a good
approximation to treat the wire as being fixed at both ends?
15.81 ... CP A large rock that weighs 164.0 N is suspended from
the lower end of a thin wire that is 3.00 m long. The density of the
rock is . The mass of the wire is small enough that its
effect on the tension in the wire can be neglected. The upper end of
the wire is held fixed. When the rock is in air, the fundamental fre-
quency for transverse standing waves on the wire is 42.0 Hz.
When the rock is totally submerged in a liquid, with the top of the
rock just below the surface, the fundamental frequency for the wire
is 28.0 Hz. What is the density of the liquid?
15.82 .. Tuning an Instrument. A musician tunes the C-string
of her instrument to a fundamental frequency of 65.4 Hz. The
vibrating portion of the string is 0.600 m long and has a mass of
14.4 g. (a) With what tension must the musician stretch it? (b) What
percent increase in tension is needed to increase the frequency from
65.4 Hz to 73.4 Hz, corresponding to a rise in pitch from C to D?
15.83 ... One type of steel has a density of 
and a breaking stress of A cylindrical guitar
string is to be made of 4.00 g of this steel. (a) What are the length
and radius of the longest and thinnest string that can be placed
under a tension of 900 N without breaking? (b) What is the highest
fundamental frequency that this string could have?

7.0 * 108 N>m2.
7.8 * 103 kg>m3
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CHALLENGE PROBLEMS
15.84 ... CP CALC A deep-sea
diver is suspended beneath the
surface of Loch Ness by a 
100-m-long cable that is
attached to a boat on the surface
(Fig. P15.84). The diver and his
suit have a total mass of 120 kg
and a volume of The
cable has a diameter of 2.00 cm
and a linear mass density of

The diver thinks he
sees something moving in the
murky depths and jerks the end
of the cable back and forth to
send transverse waves up the
cable as a signal to his compan-
ions in the boat. (a) What is the tension in the cable at its lower end,
where it is attached to the diver? Do not forget to include the buoy-
ant force that the water (density ) exerts on him. (b)
Calculate the tension in the cable a distance x above the diver. The
buoyant force on the cable must be included in your calculation. (c)
The speed of transverse waves on the cable is given by 
(Eq. 15.13). The speed therefore varies along the cable, since the
tension is not constant. (This expression neglects the damping force
that the water exerts on the moving cable.) Integrate to find the time
required for the first signal to reach the surface.
15.85 ... CALC (a) Show that for a wave on a string, the kinetic
energy per unit length of string is

where is the mass per unit length. (b) Calculate for a
sinusoidal wave given by Eq. (15.7). (c) There is also elastic
potential energy in the string, associated with the work required to
deform and stretch the string. Consider a short segment of string at
position x that has unstretched length as in Fig. 15.13. Ignoring
the (small) curvature of the segment, its slope is
Assume that the displacement of the string from equilibrium is
small, so that has a magnitude much less than unity. Show
that the stretched length of the segment is approximately

(Hint: Use the relationship valid for 
(d) The potential energy stored in the segment equals the work

done by the string tension F (which acts along the string) to stretch
the segment from its unstretched length to the length calculated
in part (c). Calculate this work and show that the potential energy
per unit length of string is

(e) Calculate for a sinusoidal wave given by Eq. (15.7). (f)
Show that for all x and t. (g) Show 

and as functions of x for in one graph with
all three functions on the same axes. Explain why and are
maximum where y is zero, and vice versa. (h) Show that the instan-
taneous power in the wave, given by Eq. (15.22), is equal to the
total energy per unit length multiplied by the wave speed 
Explain why this result is reasonable.
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Then, to take partial derivatives of use the
chain rule:

(c) A wave pulse is described by the function y1x, t2 =

0y1x, t2
0 t

=
dƒ1u2

du

0u2
0x

=
dƒ1u2

du

0y1x, t2
0 t

=
dƒ1u2

du

0u2
0t

=
dƒ1u2

du
1-v2

y1x, t2,u = x - vt. power as given by Eq. (15.23). (b) Explain the connection
between the slope of the graph of versus x and the value of

In particular, explain what is happening at points where
where there is no instantaneous energy transfer. (c) The

quantity always has the same sign. What does this imply
about the direction of energy flow? (d) Consider a wave moving in
the for which Calculate

for this wave, and make a graph of and as
functions of x for a given time t (say, ). What differences
arise from reversing the direction of the wave?
15.72 .. A vibrating string 50.0 cm long is under a tension of
1.00 N. The results from five successive stroboscopic pictures are
shown in Fig. P15.72. The strobe rate is set at 5000 flashes per
minute, and observations reveal that the maximum displacement
occurred at flashes 1 and 5 with no other maxima in between. (a)
Find the period, frequency, and wavelength for the traveling waves
on this string. (b) In what normal mode (harmonic) is the string
vibrating? (c) What is the speed of the traveling waves on the
string? (d) How fast is point P moving when the string is in (i)
position 1 and (ii) position 3? (e) What is the mass of this string?
(See Section 15.3.)
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where B, C, and D are all positive constants. What is
the speed of this wave?
15.66 ... CP A vertical, 1.20-m length of 18-gauge (diameter of
1.024 mm) copper wire has a 100.0-N ball hanging from it. (a)
What is the wavelength of the third harmonic for this wire? (b) A
500.0-N ball now replaces the original ball. What is the change in the
wavelength of the third harmonic caused by replacing the light ball
with the heavy one? (Hint: See Table 11.1 for Young’s modulus.)
15.67 . (a) Show that Eq. (15.25) can also be written as

where k is the wave number of the wave. (b) If the
tension F in the string is quadrupled while the amplitude A is kept
the same, how must k and each change to keep the average
power constant? [Hint: Recall Eq. (15.6).]
15.68 ... CALC Equation (15.7) for a sinusoidal wave can be
made more general by including a phase angle where

(in radians). Then the wave function becomes

(a) Sketch the wave as a function of x at for 
and (b) Calculate the

transverse velocity (c) At a particle on the
string at has displacement Is this enough infor-
mation to determine the value of In addition, if you are told that
a particle at is moving toward at what is the
value of (d) Explain in general what you must know about the
wave’s behavior at a given instant to determine the value of 
15.69 ... A sinusoidal transverse wave travels on a string. The
string has length 8.00 m and mass 6.00 g. The wave speed is

and the wavelength is 0.200 m. (a) If the wave is to
have an average power of 50.0 W, what must be the amplitude of
the wave? (b) For this same string, if the amplitude and wave-
length are the same as in part (a), what is the average power for
the wave if the tension is increased such that the wave speed is
doubled?
15.70 ... CALC Energy in a Triangular Pulse. A triangular
wave pulse on a taut string travels in the positive x-direction with
speed The tension in the string is F, and the linear mass density
of the string is At the shape of the pulse is given by

(a) Draw the pulse at (b) Determine the wave function
at all times t. (c) Find the instantaneous power in the wave.

Show that the power is zero except for and
that in this interval the power is constant. Find the value of this
constant power.
15.71 ... CALC Instantaneous Power in a Wave. (a) Graph

as given by Eq. (15.7) as a function of x for a given time t
(say, ). On the same axes, make a graph of the instantaneoust = 0
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15.73 . Clothesline Nodes. Cousin Throckmorton is once again
playing with the clothesline in Example 15.2 (Section 15.3). One
end of the clothesline is attached to a vertical post. Throcky holds
the other end loosely in his hand, so that the speed of waves on the
clothesline is a relatively slow He finds several fre-
quencies at which he can oscillate his end of the clothesline so that
a light clothespin 45.0 cm from the post doesn’t move. What are
these frequencies?
15.74 ... CALC A guitar string is vibrating in its fundamental
mode, with nodes at each end. The length of the segment of the string
that is free to vibrate is 0.386 m. The maximum transverse accelera-
tion of a point at the middle of the segment is and
the maximum transverse velocity is (a) What is the ampli-
tude of this standing wave? (b) What is the wave speed for the trans-
verse traveling waves on this string?
15.75 .. CALC A string that lies along the -axis has a free end
at (a) By using steps similar to those used to derive 
Eq. (15.28), show that an incident traveling wave 

gives rise to a standing wave 
(b) Show that the standing wave has an antinode

at its free end (c) Find the maximum displacement, maxi-
mum speed, and maximum acceleration of the free end of the string.
15.76 .. A string with both ends held fixed is vibrating in its third
harmonic. The waves have a speed of and a frequency of
240 Hz. The amplitude of the standing wave at an antinode is
0.400 cm. (a) Calculate the amplitude at points on the string a dis-
tance of (i) 40.0 cm; (ii) 20.0 cm; and (iii) 10.0 cm from the left
end of the string. (b) At each point in part (a), how much time does
it take the string to go from its largest upward displacement to its
largest downward displacement? (c) Calculate the maximum

192 m>s
1x = 02.vt cos kx.2A cos

y1x, t2 =A cos1kx + vt2 y11x, t2 =
x = 0.
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(c) A pilotless reconnaissance aircraft emits a radio signal with a
frequency of 243 MHz. It is flying directly toward a test engineer
on the ground. The engineer detects beats between the received
signal and a local signal also of frequency 243 MHz. The beat fre-
quency is 46.0 Hz. What is the speed of the aircraft? (Radio waves
travel at the speed of light, )
16.79 .. Supernova! The gas cloud known as the Crab Nebula
can be seen with even a small telescope. It is the remnant of a
supernova, a cataclysmic explosion of a star. The explosion was
seen on the earth on July 4, 1054 C.E. The streamers glow with the
characteristic red color of heated hydrogen gas. In a laboratory on
the earth, heated hydrogen produces red light with frequency

the red light received from streamers in the
Crab Nebula pointed toward the earth has frequency 

(a) Estimate the speed with which the outer edges of the
Crab Nebula are expanding. Assume that the speed of the center of
the nebula relative to the earth is negligible. (You may use the for-
mulas derived in Problem 16.78. The speed of light is

) (b) Assuming that the expansion speed has been
constant since the supernova explosion, estimate the diameter of
the Crab Nebula. Give your answer in meters and in light-years.
(c) The angular diameter of the Crab Nebula as seen from earth is
about 5 arc minutes Estimate the dis-
tance (in light-years) to the Crab Nebula, and estimate the year in
which the supernova explosion actually took place.
16.80 .. CP A turntable 1.50 m in diameter rotates at 75 rpm. Two
speakers, each giving off sound of wavelength 31.3 cm, are
attached to the rim of the table at opposite ends of a diameter. A
listener stands in front of the turntable. (a) What is the greatest beat
frequency the listener will receive from this system? (b) Will the
listener be able to distinguish individual beats?
16.81 .. A woman stands at rest in front of a large, smooth wall.
She holds a vibrating tuning fork of frequency directly in front
of her (between her and the wall). (a) The woman now runs toward
the wall with speed She detects beats due to the interference
between the sound waves reaching her directly from the fork and
those reaching her after being reflected from the wall. How many
beats per second will she detect? (Note: If the beat frequency is too
large, the woman may have to use some instrumentation other than

vW.

ƒ0

11 arc minute = 1
60 degree2.

3.00 * 108 m>s.

1014 Hz.
4.586 *

4.568 * 1014 Hz;

c = 3.00 * 108 m>s.

ƒR = ƒSa1 - v
c
b her ears to detect and count the beats.) (b) If the woman instead

runs away from the wall, holding the tuning fork at her back so it is
between her and the wall, how many beats per second will she
detect?
16.82 .. On a clear day you see a jet plane flying overhead. From
the apparent size of the plane, you determine that it is flying at a
constant altitude h. You hear the sonic boom at time T after the
plane passes directly overhead. Show that if the speed of sound 
is the same at all altitudes, the speed of the plane is

(Hint: Trigonometric identities will be useful.)

CHALLENGE PROBLEMS
16.83 ... CALC Figure P16.83 shows the pressure fluctuation p
of a nonsinusoidal sound wave as a function of x for The
wave is traveling in the (a) Graph the pressure fluc-
tuation p as a function of t for Show at least two cycles of
oscillation. (b) Graph the displacement y in this sound wave as a
function of x at At the displacement at is zero.
Show at least two wavelengths of the wave. (c) Graph the dis-
placement y as a function of t for Show at least two cycles
of oscillation. (d) Calculate the maximum velocity and the maxi-
mum acceleration of an element of the air through which this
sound wave is traveling. (e) Describe how the cone of a loud-
speaker must move as a function of time to produce the sound
wave in this problem.
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t = 0x = 0,t = 0.

x = 0.
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Figure P16.83

16.84 ... CP Longitudinal Waves on a Spring. A long spring
such as a Slinky™ is often used to demonstrate longitudinal
waves. (a) Show that if a spring that obeys Hooke’s law has mass
m, length L, and force constant the speed of longitudinal waves
on the spring is (see Section 16.2). (b) Evaluate 
for a spring with and k¿ = 1.50 N>m.L = 2.00 m,m = 0.250 kg,

vv = L2k¿>m.
k¿,

Chapter Opening Question ?
Both musical sound and noise are made up of a combination of
sinusoidal sound waves. The difference is that the frequencies of
the sine waves in musical sound are all integer multiples of a fun-
damental frequency, while all frequencies are present in noise.

a smaller maximum displacement is required to produce the same
maximum pressure fluctuation.
16.2 Answer: (i) From Eq. (16.7), the speed of longitudinal waves
(sound) in a fluid is We can rewrite this to give an
expression for the bulk modulus B in terms of the fluid density 
and the sound speed At the speed of sound in
mercury is slightly less than in water versus 
but the density of mercury is greater than that of water by a large
factor (13.6). Hence the bulk modulus of mercury is greater than
that of water by a factor of 
16.3 Answer: A and increase by a factor of B and
are unchanged, increases by 3.0 dB Equations (16.9) and
(16.10) show that the bulk modulus B and sound speed remain
the same because the physical properties of the air are unchanged.
From Eqs. (16.12) and (16.14), the intensity is proportional to the

v
B

v12 ,pmax

113.6211451>148222 = 13.0.

1482 m>s2,11451 m>s20°CB = rv2.v:
r

v = 2B>r.
Answers

Test Your Understanding Questions
16.1 Answer: (v) From Eq. (16.5), the displacement amplitude is

The pressure amplitude and bulk modulus B
remain the same, but the frequency increases by a factor of 4.
Hence the wave number also increases by a
factor of 4. Since A is inversely proportional to k, the displacement
amplitude becomes as great. In other words, at higher frequency1

4

k = v>v = 2pƒ>vƒ
pmaxA = pmax>Bk.
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be the tension of the string to produce the desired effect? (b) What
happens to the sound produced by the instrument if the tension is
changed to twice the value calculated in part (a)? (c) For the ten-
sion calculated in part (a), what other harmonics of the string, if
any, are in resonance with standing waves in the air column?
16.65 . An organ pipe has two successive harmonics with fre-
quencies 1372 and 1764 Hz. (a) Is this an open or a stopped pipe?
Explain. (b) What two harmonics are these? (c) What is the length
of the pipe?
16.66 . Longitudinal Standing Waves in a Solid. Longitudi-
nal standing waves can be produced in a solid rod by holding it at
some point between the fingers of one hand and stroking it with the
other hand. The rod oscillates with antinodes at both ends. (a) Why
are the ends antinodes and not nodes? (b) The fundamental fre-
quency can be obtained by stroking the rod while it is held at its
center. Explain why this is the only place to hold the rod to obtain
the fundamental. (c) Calculate the fundamental frequency of a
steel rod of length 1.50 m (see Table 16.1). (d) What is the next
possible standing-wave frequency of this rod? Where should the
rod be held to excite a standing wave of this frequency?
16.67 .. A long tube contains air at a pressure of 1.00 atm and a
temperature of The tube is open at one end and closed at
the other by a movable piston. A tuning fork near the open end is
vibrating with a frequency of 500 Hz. Resonance is produced
when the piston is at distances 18.0, 55.5, and 93.0 cm from the
open end. (a) From these measurements, what is the speed of
sound in air at (b) From the result of part (a), what is the
value of (c) These data show that a displacement antinode is
slightly outside of the open end of the tube. How far outside is it?
16.68 ... The frequency of the note is 349 Hz. (a) If an organ
pipe is open at one end and closed at the other, what length must it
have for its fundamental mode to produce this note at (b)
At what air temperature will the frequency be 370 Hz, correspon-
ding to a rise in pitch from F to -sharp? (Ignore the change in
length of the pipe due to the temperature change.)
16.69 . A standing wave with a frequency of 1100 Hz in a col-
umn of methane at produces nodes that are 0.200 m
apart. What is the value of for methane? (The molar mass of
methane is )
16.70 .. Two identical loud-
speakers are located at points A
and B, 2.00 m apart. The loud-
speakers are driven by the same
amplifier and produce sound
waves with a frequency of 784
Hz. Take the speed of sound in
air to be A small
microphone is moved out from
point B along a line perpendicu-
lar to the line connecting A and
B (line BC in Fig. P16.70). (a)
At what distances from B will there be destructive interference?
(b) At what distances from B will there be constructive interfer-
ence? (c) If the frequency is made low enough, there will be no
positions along the line BC at which destructive interference
occurs. How low must the frequency be for this to be the case?
16.71 . Wagnerian Opera. A man marries a great Wagnerian
soprano but, alas, he discovers he cannot stand Wagnerian opera.
In order to save his eardrums, the unhappy man decides he must
silence his larklike wife for good. His plan is to tie her to the front
of his car and send car and soprano speeding toward a brick wall.
This soprano is quite shrewd, however, having studied physics in

344 m>s.

16.0 g>mol.
g

20.0°C1CH42
F

20.0°C?

F4

g?
77.0°C?

77.0°C.

her student days at the music conservatory. She realizes that this
wall has a resonant frequency of 600 Hz, which means that if a
continuous sound wave of this frequency hits the wall, it will fall
down, and she will be saved to sing more Isoldes. The car is head-
ing toward the wall at a high speed of (a) At what fre-
quency must the soprano sing so that the wall will crumble? 
(b) What frequency will the soprano hear reflected from the wall
just before it crumbles?
16.72 .. A bat flies toward a wall, emitting a steady sound of fre-
quency 1.70 kHz. This bat hears its own sound plus the sound
reflected by the wall. How fast should the bat fly in order to hear a
beat frequency of 10.0 Hz?
16.73 .. CP A person leaning over a 125-m-deep well acciden-
tally drops a siren emitting sound of frequency 2500 Hz. Just
before this siren hits the bottom of the well, find the frequency and
wavelength of the sound the person hears (a) coming directly from
the siren and (b) reflected off the bottom of the well. (c) What beat
frequency does this person perceive?
16.74 ... BIO Ultrasound in Medicine. A 2.00-MHz sound
wave travels through a pregnant woman’s abdomen and is
reflected from the fetal heart wall of her unborn baby. The heart
wall is moving toward the sound receiver as the heart beats. The
reflected sound is then mixed with the transmitted sound, and 72
beats per second are detected. The speed of sound in body tissue is

Calculate the speed of the fetal heart wall at the instant
this measurement is made.
16.75 .. The sound source of a ship’s sonar system operates at a
frequency of 22.0 kHz. The speed of sound in water (assumed to
be at a uniform ) is (a) What is the wavelength of
the waves emitted by the source? (b) What is the difference in fre-
quency between the directly radiated waves and the waves
reflected from a whale traveling directly toward the ship at

The ship is at rest in the water.
16.76 . CP A police siren of frequency is attached to a
vibrating platform. The platform and siren oscillate up and down
in simple harmonic motion with amplitude and frequency 
(a) Find the maximum and minimum sound frequencies that you
would hear at a position directly above the siren. (b) At what point
in the motion of the platform is the maximum frequency heard?
The minimum frequency? Explain.
16.77 ... BIO Horseshoe bats (genus Rhinolophus) emit sounds
from their nostrils and then listen to the frequency of the sound
reflected from their prey to determine the prey’s speed. (The
“horseshoe” that gives the bat its name is a depression around the
nostrils that acts like a focusing mirror, so that the bat emits sound
in a narrow beam like a flashlight.) A Rhinolophus flying at speed

emits sound of frequency the sound it hears reflected
from an insect flying toward it has a higher frequency 
(a) Show that the speed of the insect is

where is the speed of sound. (b) If 
and calculate the speed of the insect.

16.78 .. (a) Show that Eq. (16.30) can be written as

(b) Use the binomial theorem to show that if this is
approximately equal to

v V c,

ƒR = ƒSa1 - v
c
b1>2a1 + v

c
b-1>2

vbat = 3.9 m>s,83.5 kHz,
ƒrefl =ƒbat = 80.7 kHz,v

vinsect = v c ƒrefl1v - vbat2 - ƒbat1v + vbat2
frefl1v - vbat2 + ƒbat1v + vbat2 d

ƒrefl.
ƒbat;vbat

ƒp.Ap

ƒsiren

4.95 m>s?

1482 m>s.20°C

1500 m>s.

30 m>s.

A

B C

x

2.00 m

Figure P16.70
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Figure 15.68 
 

15.69.  IDENTIFY and SET UP:   The average power is given by Eq. (15.25). Rewrite this expression in terms of v 
and λ  in place of F and .ω  
EXECUTE:   (a) 2 21

av 2 µ ω=P F A  

/µ=v F  so F v µ=  
2 2 ( / )ω π π λ= =f v  

Using these two expressions to replace F  and ω  gives 2 3 2 2
av 2 / ;µπ λ=P v A  

3(6.00 10  kg)/(8.00 m)µ −= ×  
1/22

av
2 3

2 7.07 cm
4

λ
π µ

⎛ ⎞
= =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

PA
v

 

(b) EVALUATE:   3
av ~P v  so doubling v increases avP  by a factor of 8. 

av 8(50.0 W) 400.0 W= =P  
15.70.  IDENTIFY:   The wave moves in the +x direction with speed ,v  so to obtain ( , )y x t  replace x with −x vt in 

the expression for ( ,0).y x  
SET UP:   ( , )P x t is given by Eq. (15.21). 
EXECUTE:   (a) The wave pulse is sketched in Figure 15.70. 
(b) 

0 for ( )
( )/ for ( ) 0

( , )
( )/ for 0 ( )

0 for ( )

x vt L
h L x vt L L x vt

y x t
h L x vt L x vt L

x vt L

−  < −⎧
⎪ + − − < − <⎪= ⎨ − +  < − <⎪
⎪ − >⎩

 

(c) From Eq. (15.21): 

2

2

(0)(0) 0 for ( )

( / )( / ) ( / ) for ( ) 0( , ) ( , )( , )
( / )( / ) ( / ) for 0 ( )
(0)(0) 0 for ( )

F x vt L

F h L hv L Fv h L L x vty x t y x tP x t F
x t F h L hv L Fv h L x vt L

F x vt L

− = − < −⎧
⎪

− − = − < − <∂ ∂ ⎪= − = ⎨∂ ∂ − − = < − <⎪
⎪− = − >⎩

 

Thus the instantaneous power is zero except for ( ) ,− < − <L x vt L  where it has the constant value 2( / ) .Fv h L  
EVALUATE:   For this pulse the transverse velocity yv is constant in magnitude and has opposite sign on 
either side of the peak of the pulse. 
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Figure 15.70 
 

15.71.  IDENTIFY:   Draw the graphs specified in part (a). 
SET UP:   When ( , )y x t is a maximum, the slope /∂ ∂y x is zero. The slope has maximum magnitude when 

( , ) 0.y x t =  
EXECUTE:   (a) The graph is sketched in Figure 15.71a. 
(b) The power is a maximum where the displacement is zero, and the power is a minimum of zero when 
the magnitude of the displacement is a maximum. 
(c) The energy flow is always in the same direction. 

(d) In this case, sin( )y kA kx t
x

ω∂ = − +
∂

and Eq. (15.22) becomes 2 2( , ) sin ( ).P x t Fk A kx tω ω= − +  The power 

is now negative (energy flows in the -direction−x ), but the qualitative relations of part (b) are unchanged. 
The graph is sketched in Figure 15.71b. 
EVALUATE:   cosθ and sinθ are 180°  out of phase, so for fixed t, maximum y corresponds to zero P and 

0=y corresponds to maximum P. 
 

  

Figure 15.71 
 

15.72.  IDENTIFY:   The time between positions 1 and 5 is equal to /2.T  .λ=v f  The velocity of points on the 
string is given by Eq. (15.9). 

SET UP:   Four flashes occur from position 1 to position 5, so the elapsed time is 60 s4 0 048 s.
5000

⎛ ⎞ = .⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 The 

figure in the problem shows that 0 500 m.λ = = .L  At point P the amplitude of the standing wave is 1.5 cm. 
EXECUTE:   (a) /2 0 048 s= .T  and 0 096 s.= .T  1/ 10 4 Hz.= = .f T  0 500 m.λ = .  
(b) The fundamental standing wave has nodes at each end and no nodes in between. This standing wave 
has one additional node. This is the 1st overtone and 2nd harmonic. 
(c) (10 4 Hz)(0 500 m) 5 20 m/s.λ= = . . = .v f  
(d) In position 1, point P is at its maximum displacement and its speed is zero. In position 3, point P is passing 
through its equilibrium position and its speed is max 2 2 (10 4 Hz)(0 015 m) 0 980 m/s.ω π π= = = . . = .v A fA  

(e) 
µ

= =F FLv
m

 and 2 2
(1 00 N)(0 500 m) 18 5 g.

(5 20 m/s)
. .= = = .

.
FLm
v

 

EVALUATE:   The standing wave is produced by traveling waves moving in opposite directions. Each point 
on the string moves in SHM, and the amplitude of this motion varies with position along the string. 
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EXECUTE:   (a) L is constant, so air w

air w
=f f

v v
and the fundamental frequency when the sculpture is 

submerged is w
w air

air
,

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

vf f
v

 with air 250 0 Hz.= .f  
Fv
µ

=  so w w

air air
.=v F

v F
 When the sculpture is in 

air, air a .F w mg Vgρ= = =  When the sculpture is submerged in water, w a w( ) .ρ ρ= − = −F w B Vg  

w a w

air a

v
v

ρ ρ
ρ
−=  and 

3

w 3

1000 kg/m
(250 0 Hz) 1 198 Hz.

2700 kg/m
= . − =f  

(b) The sculpture has a large mass and therefore very little displacement. 
EVALUATE:   We have neglected the buoyant force on the wire itself. 

15.81.  IDENTIFY:   When the rock is submerged in the liquid, the buoyant force on it reduces the tension in the 
wire supporting it. This in turn changes the frequency of the fundamental frequency of the vibrations of the 
wire. The buoyant force depends on the density of the liquid (the target variable). The vertical forces on the 
rock balance in both cases, and the buoyant force is equal to the weight of the liquid displaced by the rock 
(Archimedes’s principle). 

SET UP:   The wave speed is 
µ

= Fv  and .λ=v f  liq rock .ρ=B V g  0.Σ =yF  

EXECUTE:   2 6 00 m.λ = = .L  In air, (42 0 Hz)(6 00 m) 252 m/s.λ= = . . =v f  
Fv
µ

=  so 

2 2

164 0 N
0 002583 kg/m.

(252 m/s)
µ .= = = .F

v
 In the liquid, (28 0 Hz)(6 00 m) 168 m/s.λ= = . . =v f  

2 2(0 002583 kg/m)(168 m/s) 72 90 N.µ= = . = .F v  0.+ − =F B mg  

164 0 N 72 9 N 91 10 N.= − = . − . = .B mg F  For the rock, 
2

3 3
3

(164.0 N/9.8 m/s )
5 230 10  m .

3200 kg/m

mV
ρ

−= = = . ×  

liq rockρ=B V g  and 3 3
liq 3 3 2

rock

91.10 N
1.78 10  kg/m .

(5.230 10  m )(9.8 m/s )

B
V g

ρ −= = = ×
×

 

EVALUATE:   This liquid has a density 1.78 times that of water, which is rather dense but not impossible. 
15.82.  IDENTIFY:   Compute the wavelength from the length of the string. Use Eq. (15.1) to calculate the wave 

speed and then apply Eq. (15.13) to relate this to the tension. 

(a) SET UP:   The tension F is related to the wave speed by /µ=v F  (Eq. (15.13)), so use the information 

given to calculate v. 
 

EXECUTE:   /2λ = L  
2 2(0 600 m) 1 20 mλ = = . = .L  

Figure 15.82   
 

(65 4 Hz)(1 20 m) 78 5 m/sλ= = . . = .v f  
3/ 14.4 10  kg/0.600 m 0.024 kg/mm Lµ −= = × =  

Then 2 2(0 024 kg/m)(78 5 m/s) 148 N.µ= = . . =F v  

(b) SET UP:   2µ=F v  and λ=v f  give 2 2.µ λ=F f  

µ  is a property of the string so is constant. 
λ  is determined by the length of the string so stays constant. 

,µ  λ  constant implies 2 2/ constant,µλ= =F f  so 2 2
1 1 2 2/ / .F f F f=  
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EXECUTE:   
2 2

2
2 1

1

73 4 Hz(148 N) 186 N.
65 4 Hz

⎛ ⎞ .⎛ ⎞= = =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟.⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

fF F
f

 

The percent change in F is 2 1

1

186 N 148 N 0 26 26%.
148 N

− −= = . =F F
F

 

EVALUATE:   The wave speed and tension we calculated are similar in magnitude to values in the 
examples. Since the frequency is proportional to ,F  a 26% increase in tension is required to produce a 
13% increase in the frequency. 

15.83.  IDENTIFY:   Stress is / ,F A  where F is the tension in the string and A is its cross-sectional area. 

SET UP:   2.π=A r  For a string fixed at each end, 1
1 1

.
2 2 2
v F Ff
L L mLµ

= = =  

EXECUTE:   (a) The cross-section area of the string would be 
8 6 2(900 N)/(7.0 10  Pa) 1.29 10  m ,A −= × = ×  

corresponding to a radius of 0 640 mm.. The length is the volume divided by the area, and the volume is 
/ ,ρ=V m  so 

3

3 3 6 2
/ (4 00 10  kg) 0 40 m.

(7 8 10 kg/m )(1 29 10  m )
V mL
A A

ρ −

−
. ×= = = = .

. ×  . ×
 

(b) For the maximum tension of 900 N, 1 3
1 900 N 375 Hz,
2 (4 00 10  kg)(0 40 m)

f −= =
. × .

 or 380 Hz to two 

figures. 
EVALUATE:   The string could be shorter and thicker. A shorter string of the same mass would have a 
higher fundamental frequency. 

15.84.  IDENTIFY:   Apply 0Σ =yF  to segments of the cable. The forces are the weight of the diver, the weight of 
the segment of the cable, the tension in the cable and the buoyant force on the segment of the cable and on 
the diver. 
SET UP:   The buoyant force on an object of volume V that is completely submerged in water is 

water .ρ=B Vg  
EXECUTE:    (a) The tension is the difference between the diver’s weight and the buoyant force, 

3 3 2
water( ) (120 kg (1000 kg/m )(0 0800 m ))(9 80 m/s ) 392 N.ρ= − = − . .  =F m V g  

(b) The increase in tension will be the weight of the cable between the diver and the point at x, minus the 
buoyant force. This increase in tension is then 

3 2 2 2( ( )) (1 10 kg/m (1000 kg/m ) (1 00 10  m) )(9 80 m/s ) (7 70 N/m) .x Ax g x xµ ρ π −− = .  − . × .  = .   The tension as 
a function of x is then ( ) (392 N) (7 70 N/m) .= + .  F x x  
(c) Denote the tension as 0( ) ,= +F x F ax  where 0 392 N=F  and 7 70 N/m.= .a Then the speed of 

transverse waves as a function of x is 0( )/dxv F ax
dt

µ= = +  and the time t needed for a wave to reach the 

surface is found from 
0

.
/ +

µ= = =∫ ∫ ∫
dxt dt dx
dx dt F ax

 

Let the length of the cable be L, so 0 0 0 00
0

22 ( ).
L Ldxt F ax F aL F

a aF ax
µµ µ= = + = + −

+∫  

2 1 10 kg/m
( 392 N + (7 70 N/m)(100 m) 392 N) 3 89 s.

7 70 N/m
.  = . − = .

.  
t  
EVALUATE:   If the weight of the cable and the buoyant force on the cable are neglected, then the tension would 

have the constant value calculated in part (a). Then 392 N 18 9 m/s
1 10 kg/mµ

= = = .
.

Fv  and 5 29 s.Lt
v

= = .  

The weight of the cable increases the tension along the cable and the time is reduced from this value. 
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(c) EVALUATE:   There is a node at the piston so when the piston is 18.0 cm from the open end the node is 
inside the pipe, 18.0 cm from the open end. The node to antinode distance is /4 18 8 cm,λ = .  so the 
antinode is 0.8 cm beyond the open end of the pipe. 
The value of γ  we calculated agrees with the value given for air in Example 16.4. 

 16.68. IDENTIFY:   For a stopped pipe the frequency of the fundamental is 1 .
4
vf
L

=  The speed of sound in air 

depends on temperature, as shown by Eq. (16.10). 
SET UP:   Example 16.4 shows that the speed of sound in air at 20 C°  is 344 m/s.  

EXECUTE:   (a) 344 m/s 0 246 m
4 4(349 Hz)
vL
f

= = = .  

(b) The frequency will be proportional to the speed, and hence to the square root of the Kelvin temperature. 
The temperature necessary to have the frequency be higher is 2(293 15 K)([370 Hz]/[349 Hz]) 329 5 K,. = .  
which is 56 3 C.. °  
EVALUATE:   56 3 C 133 F,. ° = °  so this extreme rise in pitch won't occur in practical situations. But changes 
in temperature can have noticeable effects on the pitch of the organ notes. 

 16.69. IDENTIFY:   .v f λ=  .RTv
M

γ=  Solve for .γ  

SET UP:   The wavelength is twice the separation of the nodes, so 2 ,Lλ =  where 0.200 m.=L  

EXECUTE:   2 .RTv f Lf
M

γλ= = =  Solving for ,γ  

3
2 2(16 0 10  kg/mol)(2 ) (2(0 200 m)(1100 Hz)) 1 27.

(8 3145 J/mol K) (293 15 K)
M Lf
RT

γ
−. ×= = . = .

.  ⋅ .
 

EVALUATE:   This value of γ  is smaller than that of air. We will see in Chapter 19 that this value of γ  is a 
typical value for polyatomic gases. 

 16.70. IDENTIFY:   Destructive interference occurs when the path difference is a half-integer number of 
wavelengths. Constructive interference occurs when the path difference is an integer number of wavelengths. 

SET UP:   344 m/s 0 439 m
784 Hz

λ = = = .v
f

 

EXECUTE:   (a) If the separation of the speakers is denoted ,h  the condition for destructive interference is 
2 2 ,x h x βλ+ − =  where β  is an odd multiple of one-half. Adding x  to both sides, squaring, canceling 

the 2x  term from both sides and solving for x  gives 
2

.
2 2
hx β λ
βλ

= −  Using 0 439 mλ = .  and 2 00 m= .h  

yields 9.01 m for 1
2 ,β =  2.71 m for 3

2 ,β =  1.27 m for 5
2 ,β =  0.53 m for 7

2 ,β =  and 0.026 m for 9
2 .β =  

These are the only allowable values of β  that give positive solutions for .x  
(b) Repeating the above for integral values of ,β  constructive interference occurs at 4.34 m, 1.84 m, 0.86 m, 
0.26 m. Note that these are between, but not midway between, the answers to part (a). 
(c) If /2,h λ=  there will be destructive interference at speaker B. If /2 ,hλ >  the path difference can never 
be as large as /2.λ  (This is also obtained from the above expression for ,x  with 1

20 and .)x β= =  The 

minimum frequency is then /2 (344 m/s)/(4 0 m) 86 Hz.v h =  . =  
EVALUATE:   When f increases, λ  is smaller and there are more occurrences of points of constructive and 
destructive interference. 

 16.71. IDENTIFY:   Apply L
L S

S
.v vf f

v v
⎛ ⎞+= ⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠

 

SET UP:   The positive direction is from the listener to the source. (a) The wall is the listener. 
S 30 m/s.v = −  L 0.v =  L 600 Hz.f =  (b) The wall is the source and the car is the listener. S 0.v =  

L 30 m/s.v = +  S 600 Hz.f =  
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SET UP:   The source and receiver are approaching, so R Sf f>  and R S 46 0 Hz.f f− = .  

EXECUTE:   (a) 
1/2 1/2

R S S S
1 /

1 1 .
1 /

c v v c v vf f f f
c v c cv c

−− − ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= = = − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠+ +
 

(b) For small x, the binomial theorem (see Appendix B) gives 1/2(1 ) 1 /2,x x− ≈ −  1/2(1 ) 1 /2.x x−+ ≈ −  

Therefore 
2

L S S1 1 ,
2
v vf f f
c c

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞≈ − ≈ −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

 where the binomial theorem has been used to approximate 

2(1 /2) 1 .x x− ≈ −  
(c) For an airplane, the approximation v c�  is certainly valid. Solving the expression found in part (b)  

for ,v  8S R beat
8

S S

46 0 Hz(3 00 10 m/s) 56 8 m/s.
2 43 10  Hz

f f fv c c
f f
− − .= = = . ×  = − .  

. ×
 The speed of the aircraft is  

56.8 m/s. 
EVALUATE:   The approximation �v c  is seen to be valid. v is negative because the source and receiver 

are approaching. Since ,v c�  the fractional shift in frequency, ,f
f

∆  is very small. 

 16.79. IDENTIFY:   Apply the result derived in part (b) of Problem 16.78. The radius of the nebula is ,R vt=  
where t is the time since the supernova explosion. 
SET UP:   When the source and receiver are moving toward each other, v is negative and R S.f f>  The 
light from the explosion reached earth 952 years ago, so that is the amount of time the nebula has 
expanded. 151 ly 9 46 10  m.= . ×  

EXECUTE:   (a) 
14

8 6S R
14

S

0 018 10  Hz(3 00 10 m/s) 1 2 10 m/s,
4 568 10  Hz

f fv c
f
− − . ×= = . × = − . ×

. ×
 with the minus sign 

indicating that the gas is approaching the earth, as is expected since R S.f f>  

(b) The radius is 7 6 16(952 yr)(3 156 10 s/yr)(1 2 10 m/s) 3 6 10  m 3 8 ly.. ×  . ×  = . × = .  
(c) The ratio of the width of the nebula to 2π  times the distance from the earth is the ratio of the angular 
width (taken as 5 arc minutes) to an entire circle, which is 60 360×  arc minutes. The distance to the 

nebula is then 32 (60)(360)(3 75 ly) 5 2 10  ly.
2 5π

⎛ ⎞ . = . ×⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 The time it takes light to travel this distance is  

5200 yr, so the explosion actually took place 5200 yr before 1054 C.E., or about 4100 B.C.E. 

EVALUATE:   34 0 10 ,v
c

−= . ×  so even though | |v is very large the approximation required for fv c
f

∆=  is 

accurate. 
 16.80. IDENTIFY:   The sound from the speaker moving toward the listener will have an increased frequency, 

while the sound from the speaker moving away from the listener will have a decreased frequency. The 
difference in these frequencies will produce a beat. 
SET UP:   The greatest frequency shift from the Doppler effect occurs when one speaker is moving away 
and one is moving toward the person. The speakers have speed 0 ,v rω=  where 0 75 m.r = .  

L
L S

S
,v vf f

v v
⎛ ⎞+= ⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠

 with the positive direction from the listener to the source. 344 m/s.v =  

EXECUTE:   (a) 344 m/s 1100 Hz.
0 313 m

vf
λ

= = =
.

 2  rad 1 min(75 rpm) 7 85 rad/s
1 rev 60 s
πω ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞= = .⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
 and 

0 (0 75 m)(7 85 rad/s) 5 89 m/s.v = . . = .  

For speaker A, moving toward the listener: LA (1100 Hz) 1119 Hz.
5 89 m/s
vf

v
⎛ ⎞= =⎜ ⎟− .⎝ ⎠

 


